
An unrivalled range of seating solutions
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ARIA ‘C’  Executive and boardroom seating with soft pads.

AMCAAH1 AM2 AM3

ARIA ‘A’  Executive and boardroom seating with ribbed stitch detail.

CMCACH1 CM2 CM3

EXECUTIVE COLLECTION
A premium collection of seating designed to bring style and sophistication  

to the boardroom, conference room or executive office.

VERONA  Beautifully designed mesh meeting & managers seating for sleek looks and simple function.

VERONA-MGVERONA-HG VERONA-HB VERONA-MB

SWING  Soft mesh meeting chairs to create contemporary appeal to any meeting or boardroom setting. 

SWING-MG SWING-MB SWING-MG SWING-MB
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BM2BH1 BMCA BMCA

BREEZE

VMCAA

VIRTUO MIDAS

V7-MCAV7-HB

VALENTINO

MS-HB MS-MCA

V7-HBV7-MCA
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MM2MH1 MM2 MH1

MERCURY  Multi-function mechanism, seat tilt and height adjustable backrest.

ZIRCON  Multi-function mechanism, seat slide and tilt with height adjustable backrest.

ZM2ZT4 AAS ZT3 ZH1

PERFORMANCE POSTURE  Multi-function mechanism, seat slide and tilt, inflatable lumbar and height adjustable backrest.

PM2 AAG CBYPH1A CBY PM2A PH1A

HEAVY DUTY  
AND 24 HOUR USE

HEAVY
DUTY

A durable collection of heavy-duty chairs, designed for more demanding applications whilst still 
featuring all the necessary ergonomic features and adjustments.
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ERGO DYNAMIC  Synchro mechanism, seat slide, independent tilt, inflatable lumbar, 5D armrests and height adjustable backrest.

APEX POSTURE  Synchro mechanism, seat slide, independent tilt, inflatable lumbar, 4D armrests and height adjustable back.

AP1-A4 AP1-A4 CSB AP2-A4 AP2-A4 CSB

ED1-A5 ED2-A5 CSB ED1-A5 BAB ED2-A5 CSB

POSTURE PLUS  Memory foam seat, inflatable lumbar, seat slide and tilt with height adjustable backrest.

PPi(3) SS-HR AAPPi(3) SS AA PPi(3) SS CBY PPi(3) SS AAG CBY

HEAVY
DUTY

POSTURE SEATING
Rigorous study and testing was undertaken at the AHRU in Preston, with the aim of looking at 
the effects of certain ergonomic posture chairs in this range on peak seating pressure and spinal 
alignment, against a standard office chair.

The biomechanical data was collected and these Ergo Design® products were found to perform 
by the scientists at the AHRU. Specifically, spinal alignment is improved through the pelvic tilt, as 
well as reducing peak seating pressure.
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ERGO5
®

A range that provides clients with a tailor-made ergonomic seating solution:

E1  Posture chair with standard backrest, multi-function mechanism, memory foam seat and integral seat slide.

E2  Posture chair with large backrest, multi-function mechanism, memory foam seat and integral seat slide.

E3  Posture chair with extra large backrest, multi-function mechanism, memory foam seat and integral seat slide.

E3(XL)HR AAGSP ILSE3(XL)AAGSP ILS E3(XL)AAGSP CBY E3(XL)AAGSP CBY

E1(S)AA3 ILS CBYE1(S)AA ILS CBY E1(S) E1(S)

E2(L) ILSE2(L)AA3 ILS E2(L)AA3 CBY E2(L)AA3 CBY

Choose from 1 of 3
seat sizes:

• STANDARD MEMORY FOAM (S)
• LARGE MEMORY FOAM (L)
• EXTRA LARGE SCULPTURED FOAM (XL)

Choose from 1 of 5 ergonomic 
backrests:

E1 STANDARD
E2  LARGE
E3 EXTRA LARGE
E4  EXTRA LARGE SCULPTURED
EMesh MESH WITH LUMBAR SUPPORT 

E4  Posture chair with extra large sculptured back, multi-function mechanism, memory foam seat and integral seatslide.

EMesh  Posture chair with adjustable lumbar support, multi-function mechanism, memory foam seat and integral seatslide.

E4 (L) AA4E4 (XL) HR AAGC ILS E4 (L) AA4 ILS E4 (XL) HR AAGC

EMesh AAGEMesh AAG EMesh HR AA4 CBY EMesh HR AA4
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HEAVY
DUTY

MTM2A (10SS) CSBMTM2A (10SS) CSB MTM1A (10SS) MTM1A (10SS)

MENTOR MESH  Sculptured mesh back chair with ratchet back height adjustment, seat slide and self-tensioning mechanism.

MESH COLLECTION
An comprehensive mix of task chairs with a contemporary edge.  

Mesh detailing provides a compelling facet to this collection of seating options.

HYBRID  Heavy-duty mesh chair with multi-function mechanism, seat slide and tilt.

HB2AHB2A HB2A CSB HB2A CSB

POSE  Distinctive back design with adjustable lumbar support, seat slide and self-tensioning mechanism.

MOTION  Broad mesh back design with adjustable lumbar support, seat slide and self-tensioning mechanism.

POSE (10SS) AAS

MOTION (10SS) AAS
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AEON MESH  Awe-inspiring task and side chair offering, available in a contemporary black or white mesh finish.

AeM BLACK CCAAeM BLACK(10SS) AAT       AeM WHITE(10SS) AAT AeM WHITE(10SS) AAT

SKY MESH An extremely comfortable mesh chair offering a stylish backrest, angled square seat and a choice of mechanisms.

LINX  A generously proportioned mesh chair with a choice of two mechanisms and optional headrest.

MTMCA

YARROW MESH  Operator seating with soft mesh back and a choice of mechanisms and armrests.

YMS(2)AASYMS(1)AA YMS(2)AAG CBY YMS(2)AAG CBY

GAMMA MESH  Operator seating with slimline mesh back and a choice of mechanisms and armrests.

GMS(1)AAG CBYGMS(1)AA CBY GMS(2)AAS GMS(2)AAG

SK(2)AAG CBYSK(1)AAG CBY SK(1) SK(2)AAT

SKETCH MESH  Superior value operator seating with striking mesh back and a choice of mechanisms.

SKY(4) AATSKY(3) AAT       SKY(3) AA3 CBY SKY(4) AA3 CBY

LINX(1) SS AAGLINX(2) SS AAT       LINX(1) LINX(1) HR AAT
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TASK AND OPERATOR

QUATTRO PLUS  Attractive, durable task chair with slimline upholstery available with a choice of mechanisms.

Q(4) AATQ(1R) AAS Q(4) AAG CSB

TWIST  A combination of sharp design and upholstery with a choice of mechanisms and armrests.

TEMPO (10SS) HR AASTEMPO (10SS) AAS TEMPO (10SS) AAS TEMPO (10SS) HR AAS

TEMPO  Substantial task chair with synchronised body balance mechanisim, seat-slide & ratchet back height adjustment.

Q(4) AAT

TW(1R)TW(1R)AAS TWCA TW(1R)AAG

A comprehensive collection of functional seating solutions suitable for all office applications. 
The chairs are equipped with a host of features to meet individual users requirements.
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VEGA  Modern task chair with tailored upholstery and stitch detail with a choice of mechanisms.

VG(3) AAT SS FUBVG(4) AAG CSB VG(4) AAS SS VG(1R) AAS

ICON PLUS - IP38  Large seat and extra high backrest with a choice of mechanisms and armrests.

IP38(4)AAT CSBIPi38(3)AAT CSB IP38(1)AAG CSB IP38(1)AAG

ICON PLUS - IP37  High back task chair with a choice of mechanisms and armrests.

IP37(3)AASIP37(3)AAT CSB IPi37(4) CSB

NOVA POSTURE  Large seat with a supportive and contoured backrest and optional inflatable lumbar support.

Ni(1)AATN(3)AAT N(1)AAT

ICON PLUS - IP36  High back task chair with a choice of mechanisms and armrests.

IP36(1) CBYIP36(1) SCB IP36(2)AAT

SUPERNOVA  Large seat with contoured backrest, multifunction mechanism, seat slide and inflatable lumbar support.

Ni(4)AAGNi(4)SS AAG Ni(3)SS CSB Ni(4)SS HA CSB
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ECO POSTURE  A robust task chair providing many features to sustain a healthy posture.

Pi27(3)SS AA SCB Pi27(4)SS AAG SCBPi27(3)SS AA Pi27(4)SS AAG

YOMDYOM(1) YOMCL YOH(1)AA

YARROW  Dependable operator chairs with a selection of armrest and base options. Tested to BS 5459PRETORIAN  Popular task chair with inflatable lumbar in standard size or with optional larger seat and backrest.

Pi22(1) AAS SCBPi23(3) AAT SCB Pi23(1) Pi22(4) AAG

SPRITE  Sculptured backrest with the options of inflatable lumbar, mechanisms and alternative armrests.

SP(1R) CBYSPi(1)AAS CBY SP(1)AAS SP(3)AAG

ECO POSTURE (MEMORY FOAM)  A robust task chair with the added benefit of memory seat foam as standard.

Pi27(3)SS MFS AA SCB Pi27(4)SS MFS AAG SCBPi27(3)SS MFS AA Pi27(4)SS MFS AAG

PLAB(1) D PLAB(1)PLAB STOOL D PLAB SMALL STOOL

LABORATORY  A range of easy maintenance polyurethane lab chairs available with draughtsman kits.

Memory foam as standard
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CONFERENCE AND MEETING
The epitome of multi-purpose seating solutions, including linking and

stacking chairs, with an endless list of applications in the modern work space.

AEON MESH  Contemporary boardroom and meeting chairs in black or chrome frames.

AeM BLACK CCA AeM WHITE CCAAeM BLACK BCA AeM WHITE CCA

OPTERGO  Mesh back boardroom and meeting chairs with sleek curvature in black or chrome frames.

OPT BCA

OPT CCA
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TWIST  Fully upholstered boardroom and meeting chairs in a contemporary design.

TWCA

AGILITY  Fully upholstered boardroom and meeting chairs with a selection of frame options.

AYFA-CAYCA BLACK AYFA-C AYFA BLACK

ETERNITY  Sleek boardroom and meeting chairs with two base options.

ETCAETST

TRAIL  Sleek boardroom and meeting chairs with a variety of base options and anti-rock back legs.

TR85-CTR84A BL84A BL83

SWEEP MESH  Contoured seat and back combined with a contemporary chrome frame design.

SWMASWMA SWM SWM

SEQUEL  Stackable conference & meeting chairs - ideal for educational use with anti-rock back legs.

CH65-CCH64A BL63CH63
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ORA +  Sharper looks are created with stitched seat detail and contrasting black side panels.

ORA PLUS

ORA  Elegant stackable meeting & conference chairs with larger mesh back rests for extra comfort.

ORA

MATRIX  Elegant stackable meeting and conference chairs with floating back design, available with chrome or black frame.

MCMA CHROME MFMA CHROME MFMA BLACK MCMA BLACK

MATRIX  Elegant full back stackable meeting and conference chairs, available with chrome or black frame.

MCHA CHROME MCHA BLACKMFHA CHROME MFHA BLACK

MATRIX MESH  Elegant stackable meeting and conference chairs with mesh back detail, available with chrome or black frame.

MMFA CHROMEMMCA CHROME MMFA BLACK MMCA BLACK

MATRIX CASTORS  Chrome frame castor chairs available with mesh or fabric backrests.

MFMA-CMFMA BLACK-C MMFA-C MMFA-C
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VS (SP)

VERSA  

VERSA  

VSWTA (SBP)VS (SP)VS VS

ECLAT  Affordable multi-purpose stacking chairs available with swivel base or four legged frame.

E65CE65 E65S E66AC

ECLAT POLY A distinctive meeting chair option with a perforated polymer backrest and four legged frame or swivel base.

EP65EP65C EP65SA EP65

ECLAT MESH  An affordable mesh side chair with black or chrome four legged frame, swivel base and optional armrests.

EMS66AEMS65 (WM) EMS65C EMS65S

FLIPPER  Space-saving conference and meeting chair which can be stacked horizontally.

GM-FS
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FLEXI

FLEXI BF FLEXI BF (SP)

FLEXI BF (SBP)FLEXI BF

Minimalist design meets maximum flexibility.  An integral linking device on the frame helps 
create safer, structured lay-outs for larger seating areas.  The integral stacking peg allows 20 
chairs vertically stacked with a gap between chairs to avoid scratching frames or damaging seat 
upholstery.

Stocked in black with black frames & other colours available to order.  Enhance comfort with a 
seat pad or seat & back pad for longer periods of sitting.
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BEAM SEATING
A perfect accompaniment to public areas, receptions and waiting rooms. Specify with 2, 3 or 4 seats 
and choose from various legs, optional armrests, tables and even USB ports! Seat options include fully
upholstered, mesh and full polypropylene finish.  

MATRIX BEAM Multi-position beam units with integral armrests and upholstered seats and backrests.

MATRIX MESH BEAM Multi-position beam units with integral armrests, upholstered seats and mesh backrests.
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PHILLIPO BEAM Multi-position beam units with integral armrests available in a wide range of colour options.

BEAM JL(4)PL BEAM JL(2)PL + BST

ECLAT BEAM Multi-position beam units with fully upholstered seats.

ECLAT BEAM Multi-position beam units with upholstered seats and perforated polymer backrests.

EB3A

EBP3
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CAFE AND BREAKOUT
A stylish collection of inventive and classic seating options to enhance
any contemporary breakout or reception area.

PHILLIPO Generously proportioned armchairs with contemporary design.

PHILLIPO (SP) PHILLIPO PHILLIPO

RIVA Stackable chrome skid frame chair available in a vibrant range of colour options.

RIVA RIVA (SP) RIVA HIGH RIVA (SBP)

BOLT Classic looking stacking chairs with a mimimalist look, ideal for cafe & breakout areas. 

BOLT-TL

AXIS-TL-HIGH AXA-TL AXIS-TL

AXIS Sleek, curved breakout seating available in two polypropylene shells with a variety of leg options.
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RIVA MESH Stunning & practical, Riva Mesh is a high density stacking chair ideal for breakout, conference or meeting spaces.

RIVA MESH

RIVA MESH (SP)

RIVA MESH (SP)

RIVA MESH
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RECEPTION
A stylish collection of inventive seating options to enhance
any contemporary breakout or reception area.

NEXUS A conventional low-level modular seating system ideal for reception and breakout areas.

TUB 100 AND TUB 200 Traditional single or two seater tub chairs with complementary upholstered table.

TUB 101 TUB 10T

NX1

NX1-LARA

NX1 RA NXCU

TUB 101 TUB 201 TUB 10T TUB 202
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TUB 400 AND TUB 500  Alternative twist on the tub design with flared armrests and chrome feet.

TUB501TUB402/401

EARLSWOOD  Classic wooden stacking and reception chairs.

E107A E107AE106

BLOOM Incredibly generous seating proportions meets curvaceous design and enviable comfort levels.

BLOOM-WF BLOOM-TL BLOOM-WF
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CLASSIC RECEPTION
Classically inspired and featuring timeless designs, this range of
single chairs and sofas combine to add a touch of sophistication
and opulence to any modern office environment.

CUBE Classic design and chrome detailing creates a stylish look in single, two & three seaters.

610-1

610-2

610-1

CLASSIC Timeless design, curved chrome legs and simple square buttoned cushions provide stunning looks.

710-2 710-1
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CLASSICO Traditional button detailing with a modern chrome finish in single, two & three seaters.

501-3

GLBS GLBR

501-2

TABLES

GLC4570

GL10197 GL10667

GL10666 GL11101 GL11125

GLC7170
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Looking for soft seating?

www.pulse-design.co.uk
R

DESIGN

For contemporary soft seating 
and breakout furniture refer 
to your Soft Seating Collection
brochure or visit our website. 

An unrivalled range of high quality
seating solutions dedicated to improving
your working environment.

Why choose us?

Continuity. The result of 20 years of organic growth. We are an asset
strong business with no reliance on external funding. This allows a long
term development programme in line with changing market demands and
provides clients with on-going reassurance of continuity.

Corporate Social Responsibility is naturally embedded in to the PSI
ethos. We ensure equal opportunities, make charitable donations,
support local employment, advocate employee training and have partner
relationships with key customers and suppliers which drive our ongoing
product development and productivity.

Service levels are achieved with quick reaction manufacturing times and
efficient national delivery coverage. This enables us to maintain a high
level of service from point of order to delivery of goods. Our experienced
and accessible internal and field based sales team are on hand to advise
and help our customers through the specifying and ordering process.

Environmental issues constitute an increasingly significant part
of our business. At the point of design, the use of any components,
solvents or sealants with environmentally unfriendly properties or
by-products are minimised or eliminated. We also regularly review our
waste management, packaging, transport management and energy
consumption to both reduce negative impacts on the environment and
maintain operational efficiencies.

We pride ourselves on reducing costs for our clients so that they can offer
an enhanced working environment, improve brand identity and increase
staff productivity and morale.

PSI are proud to state that we are certified to ISO 9001: 2008 quality
management standard. As a result, current and prospective customers
can feel confident they are dealing with a professional organisation who
provide a consistent level of high quality products and customer service.

Certificate Number 12877
ISO 9001

®
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Parkside Mill, Walter Street, Blackburn, Lancashire BB1 1TL
Telephone: 01254 673 400     
Email: sales@psiseating.co.uk      www.psiseating.co.uk

 /psiseating     @psiseating     /psiseating
Certificate Number 11740

ISO 9001

®
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